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Differences in color categorization manifested by
males and females: a quantitative World Color
Survey study
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ABSTRACT Gender-related differences in human color preferences, color perception, and

color lexicon have been reported in the literature over several decades. This work focuses on

the way the two genders categorize color stimuli. Using the cross-cultural data from the

World Color Survey (WCS) and rigorous mathematical methodology, a function is con-

structed, which measures the differences in color categorization systems manifested by men

and women. A significant number of cases are identified, where men and women exhibit

markedly disparate behavior. Interestingly, of the regions in the Munsell color array, the

green-blue (“grue”) region appears to be associated with the largest group of categorization

differences, with females revealing a more differentiated color categorization pattern com-

pared to males. More precisely, in those cases, females tend to use separate green and/or

blue categories, while males predominantly use the grue category. In general, the cases

singled out by our method warrant a closer study, as they may indicate a transitional cate-

gorization scheme.
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Introduction

It has been asserted (and subsequently, studied for the past
several decades) that languages have specific categorization
schemes shared among population members, which promote

efficient learning and communication among speakers (Berlin
and Kay, 1991; Kay and Maffi, 1999; Lindsey and Brown, 2006).
Variations in color naming among subgroups of populations have
also been studied; see for example, the study of motifs within
individual languages and across languages (Lindsey and Brown,
2009). Evolution of color categories in different cultures has been
the topic of much discussion (Berlin and Kay, 1991; Dedrick,
1996; Saunders, 2000; Regier et al., 2005). Here we focus on
categorization behavior of males and females. Is it possible that
these subgroups in the population exhibit significant and sys-
tematic differences in their color categorization?

Many studies in the past have demonstrated that there are
measurable differences in the way males and females see, per-
ceive, and talk about color. In his seminal work in 1965, Cha-
panis (1965) found that women were significantly more
consistent in matching color chips to color names. In children,
there is a minimum age for correct and consistent color-nam-
ing, and acquisition among girls is generally faster than among
boys (Anyan and Quillian, 1971; Bornstein, 1985). It has further
been reported that females have a larger word repertoire and use
more elaborate terms to describe color (Simpson and Tarrant,
1991; Nowaczyk, 1982; Greene and Gynther, 1995; Yang, 2001;
Mylonas et al., 2014; Lindsey and Brown, 2014).Studies of other
languages revealed females commanding a richer color voca-
bulary than males, including Nepali (Thomas et al., 1978),
Chinese (Moore et al., 2002), Caucasus languages (Samarina,
2007), Spanish (MacDonald and Mylonas, 2014), Estonian,
Italian, and Turkish (Uusküla and Bimler, 2016), and Russian
(Paramei et al., 2018). It has also been documented that females
tend to be better than males at matching colors from memory
(Pérez-Carpinell et al., 1998) and at retrieving color labels in a
speed color-naming task (DuBois, 1939; Saucier et al., 2002;
Shen, 2005). In a triad study of Bimler et al. (2004), it was found
that males placed less weight on inter-stimulus separation along
a red-green axis but more on a lightness axis as compared to
females. In a recent web-based psycholinguistic experiment
(Griber et al., 2017), in an unconstrained color-naming task,
women were found to have a much richer repertory of color
words, including a great variety of monolexemic non-basic color
terms and “fancy” color names; while men used more basic
terms and their compounds. Further it was found that, com-
pared to males, females revealed a more refined linguistic seg-
mentation of color space, predominantly along the red–green
axis of color space. Those findings may reflect gender differ-
ences in cultural factors relating to range of available color
terms and access to them.

A large number of studies have been carried out to determine
what types of physiological/perceptual differences might exist
between males and females in different aspects of color vision.
Differences in unique hue appearance have been reported (Vol-
brecht et al., 1997; Kuehni, 2001), as well as different performance
in color-matching experiments (Birch et al., 1991; Pardo et al.,
2007; Haddad et al., 2009), with females exhibiting a larger
matching range (Rodríguez-Carmona et al., 2008). In several
other recent studies, significant differences in male and female
visual functions were reported, related to color appearance and
peripheral vision (Abramov et al., 2012). Szeszel et al. (2005)
studied the mapping of color words and color appearances among
different observer subgroups (defined by perceptual phenotype
and photopigment opsin genotype analyses), and found evidence
for different representations of linguistic and perceptual similarity
across the different groups.

The studies reported above encompass a range of fields, from
physiology to psychology and linguistics. It is becoming evident
that there are differences in male vs. female processing of color
information, that these differences are observed at different levels
(from perception to color vocabulary), and can be attributed to a
range of mechanisms (from genetic/physiological to behavioral/
social). In the current study, we ask the question of whether these
differences may play a role in the evolution of color categorization
and emergence of new color categories in individual languages.
Therefore, we seek evidence of male–female differences in color
categorization across the world cultures. Using the data from the
World Color Survey (WCS) (Kay et al., 2009), and the methods
previously presented in our work (Fider et al., 2017), we apply
rigorous quantitative analysis of color categories by male and
female subpopulations, and observe statistically significant dif-
ferences in male and female responses.

Methods of analysis
The World Color Survey database has color-naming and focus-
naming data from 110 different languages, with an average of 24
tested speakers per language; for a specific language we call the set
of language-speakers P and the set of color words elicited by
speakers W. To ensure a reasonably sized sample of both males
and females, we study only the 91 languages which have at least 8
for each male and female speakers represented in the database.

In our previous work (Fider et al., 2017), we defined a category
strength function, CS, which had range [0, 1], and measured the
degree of agreement of the population with regards to different
color words. We then used this function to identify the set of
basic color terms (BCTs) with respect to a threshold value t∗,
which we denote W∗. For these words, the category strength
exceeds a given threshold, t*: for w ϵW*, CS(w) ≥ t*.

We can further identify two cut-off values, tlow and thigh, which
allow one to judge just how strong the CS function is for different
color terms. If CS(w) < tlow, we say that the corresponding color
term is never-basic. Further, if CS(w) > thigh, then the term is
always-basic. Finally, for the intermediate cases with tlow < CS(w) <
thigh, we say that the term is potentially-basic. Based on the sta-
tistics of the WCS, we identified tlow= 0.168 and thigh= 0.334
(see Fider et al., 2017). For convenience, we will sometimes use
the non-italicized “basic” to describe always-basic or potentially-
basic color terms, and “nonbasic” to describe never-basic
color terms.

Now we apply the methods and ideas of Fider et al. (2017) to
the male and female subpopulations separately. Let PF denote the
set of female speakers in the population. For all w∈W, we define

rwðiÞ ¼ all chips called w by i 2 PFf g:
Then for two female observers, i, j ϵ PF, i ≠ j,

rw ið Þ \ rw jð Þ
gives the set of color chips called w by both female speakers

i and j. We can summarize pairwise agreement on word w across
the entire female population with

CSF wð Þ ¼ 1
2jPF jðjPF j�1Þ

P

i;j2PF ;i6¼j

jrwðiÞ\rwðjÞj
jrwðiÞj þ jrwðiÞ\rwðjÞj

jrwðjÞj
� �

By construction, CSF (w)∈ [0, 1] for all w∈W. This function
measures the female population agreement as to how word w is
used. Using function CSF and the threshold values from Fider
et al. (2017), we can identify the color words, and therefore the
corresponding color categories, which are always-, potentially-, or
never-basic with respect to the female subpopulation’s color-
naming behavior.
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The construction of the category-strength function for the male
subpopulation of a language, CSM, is similar. This function
measures the male population agreement as to how word w is
used. We can use CSM to identify color words, and therefore the
corresponding color categories, which are always-, potentially-, or
never-basic with respect to the male subpopulation’s color-
naming behavior.

Comparing the male/female color categories. For any word w in
a given language, one can define an individual’s term map based
on his or her usage of the word w in the color-naming task. One
can also compile a population term map for w based on the
aggregate usage of the word w, as done in Fider et al. (2017) and
Kay et al. (2009). The term map of w according to a population
can be represented as function TMw : C ! ½0; 1�, with

c 7! fp 2 Pjp called c bywgj j
Pj j ð1Þ

where P is the set of population members and C is the set of
colors (or colored chips). The term map is defined for a given
color word, and assigns for each chip the fraction of the
population that uses the word for this chip. TMw can be
visualized using a two-dimensional heatmap when the underlying
color space is chosen to be two-dimensional.

By restricting our study to only the female/male subpopula-
tions, we can compile the population term maps according to
female/male speakers of a language. That is, for each w ϵW, we
can construct TMw;F : C ! ½0; 1� and TMw;M : C ! ½0; 1� based
on Eq. (1).

To study how differently males and females of a population use
word w, we define and use the following difference function:

Diff ðTMw;F0TMw;MÞ ¼
P

c2suppðwÞ TMw;FðcÞ � TMw;MðcÞ
�
�

�
�

jsuppðwÞj ð2Þ

where supp(w) is the set of colors c∈ C such that c is relevant to
either males and females—that is, if more than one male named c
with w or more than one female named c with w, then c is in supp
(w). By construction, the largest value Diff (TMw,F, TMw,M) can
take is 1. The smallest value Diff (TMw,F, TMw,M) can take is 0.

Results
Category strength and term maps. We used our methodology to
identify BCTs for male and female populations separately. Plots
of term maps are presented in Supplementary Section 7, Figs
S7–S97, for all the languages in WCS with at least eight male and
eight female respondents. Considering all color words across all
WCS languages, in many cases, the male and female sub-
populations do seem to utilize similar word-usage. We are,
however, interested in studying cases where male and female
naming behaviors appear to be very different. To illustrate some
possible similarities and differences in category-strength between
males and females, we start with two examples. Figure 1 shows
the female and male category strength values, CSF and CSM, side
by side for two WCS languages.

The left panel shows the strengths of the categories with respect
to the male and female subpopulations of the Bauzi language (L12
in the WCS archives). Each red (blue) point represents a color
word and is plotted at a height corresponding to its female (male)
category strength, CSF (CSM) value. Points which correspond to
the same word are connected by black lines. Of the seven color
words used by Language 12 speakers, five are classified as always-
basic color terms (the two never-basic color terms have category
strength 0), and even when separated into male and female
subgroups the five words are always-basic with respect to both
subpopulations; the ordering of the category strength of the terms

is very similar in males and females. The population term maps
for male and female subpopulations, which we denote TMw,F and
TMw,M for each category corresponding to a word w, are shown
as heatmaps in Fig. 2. Each rectangular pixel in the term maps
represents a color chip used in the WCS, such that the pixels in
the term maps and the WCS grid chips are oriented in the same
way; the full WCS chip set is shown in Fig. S1 in Supplementary
Section 1 for reference. Darker shading in the term maps
indicates that the corresponding colors are named with the word
wi by a larger fraction of the subpopulation. White coloring in the
term maps indicates that the corresponding colors are never
named with the word wi. We can see that the naming behavior of
female and male speakers match closely on all five relevant color
terms.

The male and female subpopulations show different behaviors
in the Cakchiquel language (L17 in the WCS archives). In Fig. 1,
right panel, we can see that the orderings of terms according to
gender-derived category strengths are very different. We will

Fig. 1 Visualization of term strengths. a shows data for Language 12,
b shows data for Language 17. In each subfigure, each color word w of the
language is plotted in blue at height CSM(w), and in red at height CSF(w).
Lines are drawn to connect male and female results for word w. Points that
fall within the yellow region of each graph correspond to potentially-basic
color words; points above correspond to always-basic color words, and
points below correspond to never-basic color words

Fig. 2 Language 12’s subpopulation term maps for gender-separated data.
Each row corresponds to a word, with the left panel showing the female
term map, and the right panel showing the male term map
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return to this language in the section when we explore concrete
differences in male and female color-naming behavior.

To get a more global view of how generally similar or different
male and female naming behaviors can be, we quantify the
differences between TMw,F and TMw,M using the function Diff
(TMw,F, TMw,M) across all languages, and across all color words
which are basic with respect to at least one of the genders. Figure 3
shows a histogram of all of these data. We can see that while most
color terms show similar male/female naming behavior, there are
terms where the difference is relatively big; there are 19 color
words, spanning 14 languages, which have Diff (TMw,F, TMw,M)
values larger than 0.25.

An important question is whether the large differences in color
categorization obtained here are really a signature of differences
in female and male behavior. It may be possible that any random
splitting of a population in two groups is likely to give some
differences in categorization (or, term-map appearance) just by
chance. To study the statistical significance of the results of Fig. 3,
we randomly divided each population into two subgroups (the
pseudomale group and pseudofemale group) and applied the
same methodology to find the global distribution of differences
between the pseudomale and pseudofemale naming behaviors of
each language. We then counted and recorded the number of
terms that have Diff value above 0.25. We did this 10,000 times;
Fig. 3 shows the the distribution of counts obtained, with area
normalized to equal 1 unit.

Now assume the following null hypothesis: “19 or more cases
with Diff ≥ 0.25 can be obtained by randomly dividing each
population into two subgroups”. Note that when normalized to
have a unit area, the histogram in Fig. 3 can be interpreted as a
probability distribution which shows the likelihood of n high-Diff
terms appearing. If the null hypothesis is correct, the “tail” of the
normalized histogram, highlighted in orange, would have area
larger than or equal to 0.05 (using the 95% cut-off). This is
however not the case—the area observed is approximately 0.0191,
which implies that a large degree of difference in naming
behavior, assuming subgroups are formed by random splitting of
the general population, occurs with a very small probability. We
can therefore conclude that the differences observed by studying
males and females are statistically significant.

Analysis of the 19 terms satisfying Diff (w) > 0.25 reveals that
three terms come from the Karaja language (L53 in the WCS
archives): ikura, iura, and idy. It is noted in Kay et al. (2009) that
collecting color-naming data was irregular for this language—
data was collected in groups rather than from individuals, which
causes the individual, subpopulation, and full-population term
maps to exhibit unusual distributions. We therefore omit this
language from study; note that omitting L53 from all simulation
runs still yields a histogram with tail size less than 0.05, meaning

that excluding L53 does not change the conclusions of the
statistical significance analysis.

If we had chosen to observe terms with Diff (w) > 0.2, we would
have found 79 terms in the WCS data set. This is too many terms
to study on a case-by-case basis in this paper, although we
highlight some special examples from this set in the Discussion.
By performing additional significance analysis, we find that less
than 1% of in 10,000 yield 79 or more terms with Diff (w) > 0.2,
so we can conclude that the study of this set of terms is also
relevant.

Case studies: large differences between female and male term
maps. After removing L53 from study, we are left with 16 words
across 13 languages; detailed information for these languages is
provided in Table 1. Below we explore these 16 terms of interest.
Considering the color maps of languages that appear on this list,
we can identify the following key groups determined by large
male–female differences:

● One gender lexicalizes a category or a category split, and the
other gender does not (languages 75, 81, 30, 94, 103, 67). This
could be caused by one gender learning/acquiring a category
before the other gender, and in our high-Diff cases this
happens in the “green/blue/grue” region of the color space.
Conventionally, “grue” refers to the collection of colors that
can be described in English by either blue or green.

● The genders lexicalize similar categories, but may have
different preferred names for the category. This could be
caused by native color-word synonyms (language 103), or
borrowed color-words which compete with existing native
color-words (languages 67, 45, 17). In our high-Diff cases, we
see this occurring in the “purple” region and (one example) in
the ‘green/blue/grue” region of the color space.

● Other (languages 6, 21, 34, 46, 49).

Below we consider in greater detail the cases that indicate the
emergence of a category in only one gender’s color categorization
scheme. Specifically, we highlight the color-naming behavior
exhibited by the Murle, Patep, Colorado, Tboli, Walpiri,
Mazahua, Huastec, and Cakchiquel languages. The remaining
large-Diff cases (termed “others” above) do not exhibit unusual or
interesting behavior so we address them in Supplementary
Section 2.

Case 1: Murle (L75). The Murle language has one term, nyapus
(w11), which has a high Diff value, see the second row of Fig. 4.

Fig. 3 Real and simulated Diff data. a Histogram of Diff value distribution. b
Histogram showing the number of cases with Diff≥ 0.25 (non-horizontal
axis), for random splitting of the population into pseudofemales and
pseudomales (normalized to have a unit area). The tail, highlighted in
orange, represents the percentage of iterations which had 19 or more of
such “interesting cases”

Table 1 Information on the 13 languages analyzed as case
studies, organized by assigned world color survey
language number

L (#) Language name Country Language family

6 Ampeeli Papua New Guinea Trans-New Guinea
17 Cakchiquel Guatemala Macro-Penutian
21 Cavinena Bolivia Tacanan
30 Colorado Ecuador Macro-Chibchan
34 Djuka Surinam (Creole)
45 Huastec Mexico Macro-Penutian
46 Huave Mexico Macro-Penutian
49 Iwam Papua New Guinea Sepik-Ramu
67 Mahahua Mexico Oto-Manguean
75 Murle Sudan Nilo-Saharan
81 Patep Papua New Guinea Austronesian
94 Tboli Philippines Austronesian
103 Walpiri Australia Australian

Data about language origin and family taken from Cook et al. (2012) and Bimler (2007)
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We can see that according to the female subpopulation, w11

occasionally designates the “light blue” region of colors, while the
male subpopulation does not use w11 at all. Male speakers use
only w1 to designate grue colors. While females also use w1 to
designate grue colors (the grue category), the terms maps seem to
indicate that the female subpopulation used a weak extra category
covering the “light blue” colors, which the male subpopulation
does not use. We also notice that the grue category for females is
polarized toward the green hues, while the male “grue” is rela-
tively balanced.

Case 2: Patep (L81). The Patep language has one term, bilu (w8),
which has a high Diff value, see the third row of Fig. 5. We can
see that w8 best designates the “blue” region of colors. However,
we can also see by the grayscale coloring of the male w8 category
that male speakers do not use w8 often enough or consistently
enough to qualify w8 as CSM basic. Indeed, male speakers used w2

to designate “blue” and “green” colors, and also occasionally use
w1 to designate the “green” colors. Females separate the “green”
and “blue” color categories distinctly with w2 and w8, respectively.

Case 3: Colorado (L30). The Colorado language has one term,
losimban (w4), which has a high Diff value, see the first row of Fig.
6. Females use w6 to designate “blue” and w4 to designate “green”.
In contrast, males rarely use w4 to designate both “green” and
“blue” colors; w6 is used quite rarely by the male population and
seems to be used to designate the colors which do not fall into a
known category.

Case 4: Tboli (L94). The Tboli language has one term, gingung
(w7), which has a high Diff value (see Fig. 7). Females use w7 to
designate “dark blue-purple” while males rarely use w7; “dark blue-
purple” colors are not represented in any other male category.

In the next case studies, we observe the coexistence of
competing names for the same color category.

Case 5: Walpiri (L103). The Walpiri language has one term,
wajirrkikajirrki (w12), which has a high Diff value, see the second

row of Fig. 8. Females have two competing words which designate
“green” colors: w12 and w14. The “black” and “blue” colors are
covered by w7. On the other hand, males rarely use w12 to des-
ignate “green”, but use w14 (and very occasionally w7) to desig-
nate “green”. Other than a weak presence in the w7 category,
“blue” colors appear in the nonbasic category w10 for both males
and females (with a higher strength for females). Walpiri was
considered in some detail in Lindsey and Brown (2009) who
identified the existence of five color-naming motifs in this lan-
guage; it appears that gender differences in color naming con-
tribute to this diversity.

Case 6: Mahahua (L67). The Mazahua language has two terms
which have high Diff values: morado, and verde. We refer to the
words, respectively, as w28 and w47, based on the WCS enu-
meration. Male and female term maps for w47 are shown in the
sixth row of Fig. 9. We can see that male speakers almost never
use w47 to designate any colors, while females use w47 with high
frequency and consistency when describing colors which
approximate the English “green” category. This is especially
interesting when we consider the term maps of w4, shown in the
second row of Fig. 9. Females use w4 to designate English “blue”
colors, while males use w4 to designate the combination of “blue”
and “green” colors (“grue”). Therefore, this is an example where
one gender lexicalizes a large category (“grue”), while the other
gender divides it into two smaller categories (“blue” and “green”).
Male and female term maps for w28 are shown in the fifth row of
Fig. 9. w28 is used by males and females to designate the “purple”

Fig. 4 Selected categories from Language 75. Here and below, gray color
maps indicate never-basicness of the category

Fig. 5 Selected categories from Language 81

Fig. 6 Selected categories from Language 30

Fig. 7 Selected category from Language 94. Female and male term maps,
respectively, corresponding to color term w7
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region of colors. However, female speakers use only w28 to des-
ignate “purple” while male speakers also use w7 to designate the
same set of colors.

Case 7: Huastec (L45). The Huastec language has two terms,
morado and muyaky (w5 and w6), which have high Diff values
(see Fig. 10). Females and males use both terms to designate the
“purple” region of colors. However, female speakers favor w6

while male speakers favor w5. It is interesting that in this language
the males use the term morado, borrowed from Spanish, whereas
females use (traditional) muyaku. This shows a pattern similar to
that found by Samarina (2007) in languages of Caucasus, which is
explained by gender differences in the life-style. Females who are
typically involved in practices requiring attention to foods, dyes,
and plants, tend to use indigenous, descriptive color terms. Males,
in contrast, get involved in trade and other activities beyond

domestic environment, which leads to them using more abstract,
adopted color terms.

Case 8: Cakchiquel (L17). The Cakchiquel language has one term,
lila (w16), which has a high Diff value, see the fifth row of Fig. 11.
Females use w16 to designate “light purple”; males use w16 with
less frequency and consistency when describing the same set of
colors. However, we can see that while females use w10 to des-
ignate “dark purple” colors, males use w10 to designate all colors
in the “purple” region, including the light and dark varieties.

Male and female category exemplars. In Fider et al. (2017) we
outline methods for identifying and analyzing category exemplars
according to data from a color-naming task. Applying those
methods to the female and male subpopulations, we found that
although in some languages, male and female exemplars were
different, this result was not statistically significant, in the sense
that similar patterns were observed in simulations with randomly
selected pseudomale and pseudofemale populations. It should be
noted that the algorithm which locates the exemplar of a category
depends on finding the three-dimensional centroid of a collection
of colors and projecting it back onto the WCS color set. The
original collection of colors comes from the WCS color set, which
is chosen primarily from the “surface” of a three-dimensional
color solid; computing the center of mass and projecting back
onto the WCS grid introduces the potential for error, and the
seemingly random male/female exemplar results could simply be
a consequence of this issue. Details regarding our exemplar-based
methods and results can be found in Supplementary Section 4.

Discussion
Systematic computational analysis of the WCS data revealed the
existence of a number of differences in color categorization sys-
tems by males and females. The differences that we observed are
of several kinds, including cases where (i) one of the genders uses
two terms and the other only term one for a given color region, as
in Case 2 (L81); (ii) one of the genders has a BCT and the other
does not for a given region, as in Case 5 (L103); (iii) the two
genders strongly favor different words to describe the same color
set, as in Case 7 (L45).

Fig. 8 Selected categories from Language 103

Fig. 9 Selected categories from Language 67

Fig. 10 Selected categories from Language 45
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These findings contribute to the relatively large body of lit-
erature describing male-female differences in other aspects of
color-related behavior. Several reasons for these differences have
been put forward,which can be classified as pertaining to “nature”
or “nurture” see Mylonas et al., (2014). Genetic differences
between males and females have been ascribed to heterozygosity
in the X-chromosome genes coding for cone photopigments
(Rodríguez-Carmona et al., 2008). The inherited dimorphisms of
the genes that encode retinal long- (L) and middle- (M) wave-
length photopigments are thought to result in more refined color
perception and enhanced ability to discriminate color differences
along the red-green axis (Jameson et al., 2001; Jordan et al., 2010;
Murray et al., 2012). Szeszel et al. (2005) demonstrated that
females with dimorphism of both L-opsin and M-opsin genes
exhibited significantly higher consensus in tasks involving judg-
ment of colors or color terms, compared to the other three female
genotypes investigated (with no opsin gene diversity or with
dimorphism of either L-opsin or M-opsin gene). Further, it has
been hypothesized that females have a higher chance to be het-
erozygous carriers of deutan color vision deficiencies, and thus
potentially have a genetic make-up for tetrachromacy (Jameson
et al., 2001; Jordan et al., 2010). Gender-related genetic variation
in the opponent system responses has also been proposed as a
possible cause of male-female differences in performance, such as
in the findings of Kuehni (2001), where female observers revealed
a larger range of unique hues compared to their male counter-
parts. The role of testosterone was hypothesized in Abramov et al.
(2012), who suggested that it affected the process of re-
combination and re-weighting of neuronal inputs from the lat-
eral geniculate nucleus to the cortex.

On the other hand, socialization and behavioral patterns have
been used to explain some of the observed gender differences.
Bimler et al. (2004, p. 128) suggest that the male-female differ-
ences in the size of color vocabulary, the fluency in finding color
samples to match color terns, and the ability to match colors from
memory, could be accounted by the divergent patterns of socia-
lization for males and females that “instill a greater awareness of
color among women”. Hurlbert and Ling (2007) mention the
importance of the evolutionarily different roles of females and
males in the society (the gatherers and hunters, respectively), such
that females needed better discrimination to detect reddish fruits
against a greenish foliage. Greene and Gynther (1995) explain the
superior performance of women in color tasks by the differential
socialization for women and men, including different clothing,
hobbies, and occupations. Yang (1996) reports a direct correla-
tion between subjects’ performance on color tasks and their
“color” hobbies scores, and mentions that men have significantly

fewer color-related hobbies than women (see also Simpson and
Tarrant, 1991). Large gender-related differences in more tradi-
tional societies are discussed in Samarina (2007, p. 463), who
writes, in the context of Caucasus languages, that “the sources of
formation of special female “color subculture” <…> can be found
in the division of practice domains between men and women,”
with women engaging more in activities with access to dyes,
foods, indigenous raw materials, plants, etc. Any and all of these
factors may contribute to the differences reflected in the WCS
categorization data, given the complexity of categorization task,
which involves both physiological and psychological layers.

It is intriguing to notice that studies on differences in male-
female color perception suggest that the largest variation occurs
in the middle of the spectrum, associated with the greenish tones.
Abramov et al. (2012) presents a study of basic visual functions,
such as color appearance, without reference to any objects. It is
determined that males have a broader range of poorer dis-
crimination in the middle of the spectrum (greenish tones),
compared to females. Further, in a color-matching study of
Murray et al. (2012), females showed substantially less saturation
loss than males in the greenish region of color space.

Our results show that of the regions in the Munsell color array,
the green-blue region appears to be associated with the largest
group of categorization differences. This so-called grue (green and
blue) category has received much attention in the literature (see
e.g. Lindsey and Brown, 2002; Jameson, 2005; Hardy et al., 2005;
Swinkels, 2015). In Lindsey and Brown (2004), the authors analyze
the location of the foci of the category grue and find that in some
languages the grue focus coincides with the blue focus, while in
others it coincides with the green focus. In the third group of
languages found by Lindsey and Brown (2004), the grue focus is
placed between the green and blue foci, suggesting that the
speakers truly do not distinguish green and blue subcategories.
Lindsey and Brown (2009) analyzed the WCS data to discover the
existence of a small number of “motifs”, among which “Dark”,
“Gray”, “Grue”, and “Green-Blue-Purple” (“GBP”) were the most
frequent. All the languages were mapped onto a simplex in
accordance with their most frequent motifs. As expected, there
were stable languages near the vertices of the simplex, and there
were also languages mapping onto the edges connecting the ver-
tices, representing languages “in transition”. The transition “Dark”
! “Grue”! “GBP” could be seen from this representation, which
is consistent with Berlin and Kay’s stages of color term evolution
(Berlin and Kay, 1991). In addition, there were languages that
mapped onto the interior of the simplex; those languages con-
tained multiple motifs and appear to follow a more complex
trajectory, see also Kay et al. (1997) and Kay and Maffi (1999).

Fig. 11 Selected categories from Language 17
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Given our present findings of gender-different categorization
of color space in the grue region, we will assume that if a lan-
guage’s categorization scheme is shifting from one which lex-
icalizes grue to one which lexicalizes green and blue, then the
unique grue category can shift its focus toward the green (or blue)
region, with a new term simultaneously appearing with the center
nearer the blue (or green) hues. This is consistent with the picture
that emerges from the analysis of the WCS data. It is important to
point out, however, that the WCS data are static, and do not carry
temporal information—it is therefore also possible for a cate-
gorization scheme to evolve into a less complex one, such as when
a color category is discarded.

In Table 2, we list all the languages that have a category with a
large difference between female and male categories (the Diff
value above 0.2), such that this category is in the grue region.
When ordered by the Diff values, the first five such languages
exemplify cases, where the females have a more complex color
categorization pattern in the grue region. More precisely, females
use separate green and blue categories in two and three cases,
respectively, while males predominantly use the grue category. In
the first four cases, the the focus of grue for the males is relatively
balanced, while the focus of female grue is shifted away from a
weak green or blue term.

While each given example of one gender having a stronger
term than the other is not surprising and can be attributed to
chance (and to a relatively small number of informants), the fact
that the largest differences correspond to females exhibiting more
complexity is consistent with an overall hypothesis that they tend
to use finer categories in the grue region.

If one thinks of the WCS data as a snapshot of language
evolution, different languages exemplify different stages of color
category development. Furthermore, if one accepts the premise
that a fundamental purpose of categorization schemes is to allow
members of a population to communicate with each other
effectively, it makes sense to suppose that differences in individual
and subpopulation schemes will ultimately evolve and converge

to a single population scheme (see Fig. 12). The WCS provides a
glimpse into such events, by “catching” those languages just at the
right moment, when there is an observable difference in sub-
population categorization behavior, and before the overall
population scheme is stabilized.

In some cases, as noted in Kay et al. (2009), there is ample
evidence regarding the directionality of category evolution for
certain languages. In such instances, the origins of a new cate-
gory’s name may be local, or borrowed from other languages. In
the latter case, the phenomenon of linguistic acculturation
resulting from extended cultural contact and individual bilingu-
alism has been observed, which has been demonstrated to
influence color vocabulary and categorization (Hickerson, 1971).
For example, Tzeltal has been subject to the influence of Spanish
for more than 300 years; traditional term yas corresponds to grue,
but because of a borrowed term azul, there is a variation in the
usage of yas with a tendency to restrict it to the green region
(Berlin and Kay, 1991). Another example comes from Basque,
where the traditional grue term became restricted to “blue”, with
the borrowing of grue (“green”) and grue (“gray”) from Spanish
(cf. verde, gris) (Miller, 2014). It has been noted that specifically
the color word for “blue” is often a loan word (Berlin and Kay,
1991). Examples include the borrowing of the English blue by
many African languages (sometimes transforming it to bru). The
Battas of Sumatra use the word balau borrowed from Dutch.
Berbers use samawi (sky color) borrowed from Arabic. In the
languages exemplified in the present work, the new terms adopted
predominantly by female speakers are borrowed in the case of
language L81 (bilu for blue), L67 (morado for purple, verde for
green), L45 (azul for blue), L17 (lila for purple), and others; see
Kay et al. (2009).

As already mentioned, for the majority of cases in the WCS,
there is no information to indicate if and how a language’s color
categories are shifting. One can however speculate that, based on
the notion that females are the vanguard of language develop-
ment (Labov, 1990; Milroy and Milroy, 1993; Holmes, 1997;

Table 2 Summary of the data for all the languages with Diff≥ 0.2 for a term in the grue region

Diff Lang Selected term Females Males M or F ?

0.34 L67 w47 (green) Use this and other term, with blue-centered grue only use 1 green, grue balanced F
0.33 L81 w8 (extended blue) BCT, more green-biased grue NBCT, somewhat green-biased grue F
0.32 L75 w11 (light blue) NBCT and green-centered grue do not have a term, grue bal-anced F
0.30 L94 w7 (blue-purple) BCT and green-centered grue NBCT and balanced grue F
0.25 L103 w12 (green) BCT+ stronger NBCT blue NBCT+weaker NBCT blue F
0.24 L58 w6 (green-centered grue) NBCT BCT M
0.23 L28 w9 (blue) BCT NBCT, and use extended black F
0.23 L34 w21 (light blue) NBCT+ another blue BCT+ another blue M
0.22 L30 w6 (extended blue) BCT and green-centered grue NBCT and balanced grue F
0.22 L87 w1 (green) NBCT and balanced grue BCT and blue-focused grue M
0.20 L3 w12 (green-focused grue) NBCT BCT M

The last column identifies whether males or females appear to reveal a more complex categorization pattern in the grue color region

Fig. 12 A schematic illustrating a “grue” category and “blue”/“green” categories. We discuss the possibility of languages transitioning from one scheme to
the other
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Nevalainen, 2000), it is perhaps the female categorization that will
be adapted by the future generations. If this is true, then one
could say that in these cases there is a female-driven split of the
grue category into separate blue and green categories. This idea
echoes an important recent finding of Lindsey and Brown (2014),
who focused on color motifs in American English. Two prevalent
motifs were found, one the familiar “green-blue” motif of the
WCS and the other, a novel “green-teal-blue” motif, which
included an extra color (teal) in the grue region, as well as three
other high consensus terms (peach, lavender, and maroon).
Interestingly, women were significantly more likely to use the
“green-teal-blue” motif that contained more color terms. It was
hypothesized that “language related to color is changing, and that
women are in the vanguard,” although the authors cautioned that
historical data would be necessary to test this theory.

Using the methods of this paper, we are able to identify specific
terms and languages, where the categories exhibited by female
and male speakers are very different. These are the cases that
warrant a closer study, as they may indicate a transitioning
categorization scheme. In the most interesting cases, we find that
the two subpopulations can utilize differing categorization pat-
terns, with varying degrees of complexity—for where one gender
lexicalizes a single category, for example, the other might lex-
icalize two, thereby using a more complex category scheme. The
most common example found in this paper is in the grue region
of colors, where females tend to use the more complex scheme.

Data availability
Data are available at http://www1.icsi.berkeley.edu/wcs/.
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